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Movement is everything
without it, places die





Key issues:

- People are scared of movement
- The benefits are not sold
- We choose the wrong sites



Urban space

Space is invisible to 
most people when 
looking at plans.



People stopped thinking about space and started thinking about 
buildings and roads.



Modern urban design emerged in response to this.



New development 
buffered and disconnected



Older development uses a 
different philosophy



Early Northampton 
(1747)



The location of the 
town centre is no 
accident



1. Organise movement and affect choices

2. Distribute land use

3. Influence crime & safety

4. Affect urban carbon footprint

5. Determine land value
Which is the bottom line for property developers and 
homebuyers alike.

Urban space - what can it do?



…Only 2 
options

Over 60 
choices…

Source: Sue McGlynn



Typical ‘new’ development



Which is the easiest route between A and B?
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Source: Tim Stoner



Shortest path/least metric distance?
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Source: Tim Stoner



Simplest path/least angle change?
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Source: Tim Stoner



B

Observation studies show that most people prefer simple, more 
direct paths over complex, indirect paths – even if the complex 
path is shorter.
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Most people prefer simplest paths

Source: Tim Stoner



Research into how people remember a 
place:

Nodes, edges and paths act as a kind 
of bone structure with districts
‘fleshing out’ and giving identity to a 
place.

Landmarks are special elements, 
usually with ‘special’ meaning.

Legibility – finding your way 
around



Legibility – finding 
your way around



Legibility – it’s not 
just humans!





Movement dictates land use…not the 
other way around











How you lay things out affects crime 
and safety





Perth, Australia
Property crime analysis

Source: Space Syntax







Compact, walkable places are more 
sustainable.
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Connected places have higher land 
values and rental values



Accessibility predicts movement Source: Tim Stoner



Courtesy of The TLRN Central London Pedestrian Study by Atkins

80% retail located on 20% most spatially accessible streets











Putting it into practice…



10000m

10km trips



Revision B masterplan



Tresham Masterplan



5000m

800m / 10 mins walk



5000m

400m / 5 mins walk



Lessons:

- Connect your streets
- Make layouts simple
- Make routes direct
- Let movement dictate the layout



Questions and….thank you

garry@urbanforward.co.uk


